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Limitations of 
COTS Wi-Fi for 
TSN (research)



1. Research

§ Software PTP
§ Reasonable accuracy with fine-tuned 

configurations and online calibration
§ Patching ath9k, a mature open source 

WNIC driver

§ Hardware PTP
§ Most accurate
§ Requires PTP hardware timestamping 

clock not contained in Wi-Fi NICs or, 
§ TSF timestamping provided there is a 

TSF counter reading interface
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Time synchronization



2. Validation

Validation of feasibility and 
performance of concepts and 
algorithms

§ Typically models and simulation 
studies

§ Lack of validation opportunities 
on real system
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Early validation of upcoming Wi-Fi features on real HW

Source: C. Cordeiro, “Next-generation Wi-Fi – Wi-Fi 7 and beyond”, Intel Corporation 



3. Customization
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Control over OFDMA for latency reductions
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Openwifi
TSN research – core features

Enabled by 



: World’s first free Wi-Fi open full-stack chip design
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RF FE

Basic features
• IEEE 802.11a/g/n @ 20MHz
• Aggregation (AMPDU)
• Several RF optimizations for improved sensitivity 
• Dynamic FPGA/driver reloading in seconds
• https://github.com/open-sdr/openwifi

Advanced features
• IEEE 802.11ax (Wi-Fi 6) OFDMA
• 8 HW queues
• TSN features (see further) 
• Increased robustness in multi-path environments
• CSI, CSI fuzzer, IQ samples…

System-on-Chip

High-speed on-chip bus: ping RTT of
300μs (vs 1ms in COTS Wi-Fi )

Single chip, combining 
radio/network/application processing

High 
   MAC

   PHY + 
   low 
   MAC

processorCPU

FPGA radio
Reprogrammable hardware 
(unlike ASIC)
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Hardware Efficient Clock Synchronization across
Wi-Fi and Ethernet Based Network Using PTP

Muhammad Aslam, Wei Liu, Xianjun Jiao, Jetmir Haxhibeqiri, Gilson Miranda, Jeroen Hoebeke, Johann
Marquez-Barja and Ingrid Moerman, Member, IEEE

Abstract—Precision Time Protocol (PTP), a state-of-the-art

clock synchronization protocol primarily designed for wired net-

works, has recently gained attention in the wireless community,

due to the increased use of IEEE 802.11 Wireless Local Area

Networks (WLAN) in real time distributed systems. However, all

the existing WLAN based PTP designs either incorporate soft-

ware Timestamping (TS) delivering poor clock synchronization

accuracy, or Hardware (HW) TS providing better synchroniza-

tion accuracy at the cost of a significant amount of HW overhead.

Moreover, the performance of the existing PTP solutions is mostly

evaluated in single-hop wireless networks, while the performance

across wired and wireless networks is taken for granted. In this

paper, a new Software Defined Radio (SDR) based approach to

implement PTP is introduced and validated for IEEE 802.11

WLAN. Instead of using a dedicated HW clock, the solution

utilizes the Timing Synchronization Function (TSF) clock, an

existing clock in IEEE802.11 standard for synchronization be-

tween access point and WLAN stations. The performance of the

proposed solution is first investigated within a single-hop WLAN

and then across wired-wireless networks. Experimental results

unveil that 90% of the absolute clock synchronization error falls

within 1.4 µs.

Index Terms—PTP, IEEE 802.11, Wi-Fi, Clock Synchroniza-

tion, Hardware Timestamping, openwifi, TSF.

I. INTRODUCTION

C
LOCK Synchronization (CS) is one of the prominent
technologies for real-time distributed networks. It en-

ables the nodes in the distributed network to share the same
notion of time. It is crucial for a system where performance
highly depends on the CS accuracy of the networks. For
example, audio or videos streaming over distributed networks,
and network based motion control [1]. Precision Time Protocol
(PTP) is a state-of-the-art CS protocol introduced in the IEEE
1588 standard [2]. It is the de facto CS protocol in wired
networks and is capable of providing sub-microsecond CS
accuracy. The CS process in PTP is typically accomplished in
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Fig. 1. An example of PTP based (a) conventional wired network and (b)
wired-wireless hybrid network when configured in E2E mode.

two steps: (i) establishing master-slave hierarchy wherein the
nodes in a network leverage the best master clock algorithm to
elect a node with the best quality clock as a master clock and
all the rest of the nodes’ clocks are slaves; (ii) synchronizing of
the master-slave clocks in which the master clock periodically
exchanges special messages with slave clocks, which later
extract the master clock information from these messages and
synchronize to it by computing the time difference.

The aforementioned process is not only applicable to single
hop network, but can be used to establish clock synchroniza-
tion in a multi-hop network across different network domains
(e.g., wired and wireless). A multi-hop PTP network may
consist of: (i) a Grand Master (GM) clock which is the primary
reference clock for CS; (ii) one or more devices with multiple
PTP ports fulfilled by either a Boundary Clock (BC) or a
Transparent Clock (TC); and (iii) single-port Ordinary Clock
(OC) which can only be used either as slave or master clock.
The main difference between BC and TC is that in TC the PTP
Sync packet is being forwarded to downstream PTP ports with-
out touching the origin timestamp field, instead the correction
field is being updated to incorporate propagation delay and
residence time inside the device, the slave PTP port then uses
the correction field to update the origin timestamp; whereas
in BC the origin timestamp is being updated directly in the
packet. Hence, BC and TC are mathematically equivalent.
An example of a practical multi-hop PTP based CS network
formed by BC is shown in Fig. 1-a.

In addition, depending on how the link delay between a
PTP master and slave is measured, a multi-hop PTP network
can be realized in End-to-End (E2E) or Peer-to-Peer (P2P)
mode. In case of E2E mode, the slave generates requests to
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Time synchronization accuracy

9

Parameters No Load UDP Load TCP Load

Mean (μ) -0.279 µs -0.330 µs -0.325 µs
Standard deviation (σ) 0.820 µs 0.872 µs 0.868 µs
90% percentile (P90) 1.4 µs 1.48 µs 1.46 µs
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additionally introduce CS errors of up to ±40 µs per second if
basic TSF based CS (without rate correction) is applied every
second. Despite of this fact, many researchers and developers
take advantage of this feature. For instance, [30] uses the
synchronized TSF in a Wi-Fi BSS for Time Division Multiple
Access (TDMA), though due to the poor CS accuracy, the
solution requires 20 µs guard interval in a TDMA slot. In [31],
the synchronized TSF is used to coordinate transmission from
a Wi-Fi BSS to avoid interfering with a sensor network, it is
required to mute the Wi-Fi transmission somewhat in advance
to account for the CS inaccuracy. On top of that, IEEE 802.11
standard also uses TSF for maintaining coordination between
APs in overlapping BSS. With our approach, applications
relying on TSF synchronization can greatly improve their
performance without any additional effort. Hence we believe
that the improved CS accuracy of TSF clocks in a Wi-Fi
network is substantial.

While HW CS demands both clock offset and skew correc-
tion, default TSF design is only able to do offset correction.
Thus, we have modified the TSF HW making it capable of
performing skew correction as well (see colored blocks in
Fig. 3-c). Table. II shows a comparison of hardware utilization
when the default TSF clock (i.e., without skew correction
capability), the modified TSF clock supporting skew correction
feature, or a dedicated HW is allocated for the PTP HW clock.
The HW efficiency in the Table. II is calculated using (5)

Efficiency =

✓
HWptp +HWdftTSF �HWTSF

HWptp +HWdftTSF

◆
⇥ 100

(5)
where HWdftTSF , HWtsf and HWptp represent the hardware
consumed by the default TSF in openwifi, the modified TSF
in our work, and a hardware clock allocated as dedicated
PHC, respectively. The consumed hardware can be either Look
Up Table (LUT) or Flip Flop (FF). Table. II shows that
the modified TSF clock saves 23% LUTs and 38% FFs as
compared to a dedicated HW PTP clock added on top of the
default TSF.

The radio driver calculates the upper limit (i.e. the Sc

value) for Skew Correction Counter (SCC) using (4), and
loads the calculated value into the Skew Correction Register
(SCR). SCC increments with the TSF clock at 1MHz operating
frequency. Upon reaching the Sc value, SCC overflows and
performs the skew correction of the TSF clock. In normal
situations, the TSF counter is incremented by one after each
1 µs according to the desired rate of local oscillator. Upon
skew correction, the TSF counter is either incremented by
two or zero depending upon the sign of carry bit. For instance,
SCC performs skew correction after each 12,805 counts in the
example given in the previous section.

Lastly, the TSU is composed of a controller and a First-
In, First-Out (FIFO). The controller is in charge of executing
TS upon either frame preamble transmission (or reception),
and storing it into the FIFO. The radio driver later reads and
copies these TS values into sk buff by calling 80211hwts tx()
function ( see 2� in the radio driver in Fig. 3-b). The radio
driver also performs a similar action for reception process,
for simplicity, it is not shown in Fig. 3-b. The radio driver

Fig. 4. Experimental setup of the single-hop network used to measure the
performance of our proposed PTP over WLAN.

Fig. 5. Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of the absolute clock
synchronization error of our proposed PTP solution over single-hop WLAN
when no traffic load, UDP traffic and TCP traffic is applied.

performs all these actions inside the Interrupt Service Routine
(ISR). Subsequently, the linuxptp calls recvmsg() function to
read these TS values and perform CS.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In this section, first, the experimental setup used to evaluate
the CS performance of our design is presented. Then, the CS
performance of our design is analysed over both a single-hop
Wi-Fi network and across Ethernet and Wi-Fi network. The CS
performance of our design is quantified in terms of µ, � and
P90. Lastly, the CS performance of our design is compared
against the performance of existing CS solutions. Since the
solutions in literature only provides information regarding µ

and � values, we have estimated P90 value with the help of (6).
We assume that the samples in a CS error measurement follows
Gaussian distribution, then its absolute value will follow folded
Gaussian distribution, whose cumulative distribution function
is given in Eq 6
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where, f (Cerr) reflects the estimated percentile of absolute CS
error at |Cerr|th point and Cerr represents CS error between
the master and the slave clock. In other words, the |Cerr| value
corresponds the estimated P90 when f (Cerr) is equal to 0.9.

A. Experimental Setup for a Single-Hop Network
To measure the performance of our proposed PTP solution

with HW TS over single-hop WLAN, a wireless network
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additionally introduce CS errors of up to ±40 µs per second if
basic TSF based CS (without rate correction) is applied every
second. Despite of this fact, many researchers and developers
take advantage of this feature. For instance, [30] uses the
synchronized TSF in a Wi-Fi BSS for Time Division Multiple
Access (TDMA), though due to the poor CS accuracy, the
solution requires 20 µs guard interval in a TDMA slot. In [31],
the synchronized TSF is used to coordinate transmission from
a Wi-Fi BSS to avoid interfering with a sensor network, it is
required to mute the Wi-Fi transmission somewhat in advance
to account for the CS inaccuracy. On top of that, IEEE 802.11
standard also uses TSF for maintaining coordination between
APs in overlapping BSS. With our approach, applications
relying on TSF synchronization can greatly improve their
performance without any additional effort. Hence we believe
that the improved CS accuracy of TSF clocks in a Wi-Fi
network is substantial.

While HW CS demands both clock offset and skew correc-
tion, default TSF design is only able to do offset correction.
Thus, we have modified the TSF HW making it capable of
performing skew correction as well (see colored blocks in
Fig. 3-c). Table. II shows a comparison of hardware utilization
when the default TSF clock (i.e., without skew correction
capability), the modified TSF clock supporting skew correction
feature, or a dedicated HW is allocated for the PTP HW clock.
The HW efficiency in the Table. II is calculated using (5)

Efficiency =

✓
HWptp +HWdftTSF �HWTSF

HWptp +HWdftTSF

◆
⇥ 100

(5)
where HWdftTSF , HWtsf and HWptp represent the hardware
consumed by the default TSF in openwifi, the modified TSF
in our work, and a hardware clock allocated as dedicated
PHC, respectively. The consumed hardware can be either Look
Up Table (LUT) or Flip Flop (FF). Table. II shows that
the modified TSF clock saves 23% LUTs and 38% FFs as
compared to a dedicated HW PTP clock added on top of the
default TSF.

The radio driver calculates the upper limit (i.e. the Sc

value) for Skew Correction Counter (SCC) using (4), and
loads the calculated value into the Skew Correction Register
(SCR). SCC increments with the TSF clock at 1MHz operating
frequency. Upon reaching the Sc value, SCC overflows and
performs the skew correction of the TSF clock. In normal
situations, the TSF counter is incremented by one after each
1 µs according to the desired rate of local oscillator. Upon
skew correction, the TSF counter is either incremented by
two or zero depending upon the sign of carry bit. For instance,
SCC performs skew correction after each 12,805 counts in the
example given in the previous section.

Lastly, the TSU is composed of a controller and a First-
In, First-Out (FIFO). The controller is in charge of executing
TS upon either frame preamble transmission (or reception),
and storing it into the FIFO. The radio driver later reads and
copies these TS values into sk buff by calling 80211hwts tx()
function ( see 2� in the radio driver in Fig. 3-b). The radio
driver also performs a similar action for reception process,
for simplicity, it is not shown in Fig. 3-b. The radio driver

Fig. 4. Experimental setup of the single-hop network used to measure the
performance of our proposed PTP over WLAN.

Fig. 5. Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of the absolute clock
synchronization error of our proposed PTP solution over single-hop WLAN
when no traffic load, UDP traffic and TCP traffic is applied.

performs all these actions inside the Interrupt Service Routine
(ISR). Subsequently, the linuxptp calls recvmsg() function to
read these TS values and perform CS.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In this section, first, the experimental setup used to evaluate
the CS performance of our design is presented. Then, the CS
performance of our design is analysed over both a single-hop
Wi-Fi network and across Ethernet and Wi-Fi network. The CS
performance of our design is quantified in terms of µ, � and
P90. Lastly, the CS performance of our design is compared
against the performance of existing CS solutions. Since the
solutions in literature only provides information regarding µ

and � values, we have estimated P90 value with the help of (6).
We assume that the samples in a CS error measurement follows
Gaussian distribution, then its absolute value will follow folded
Gaussian distribution, whose cumulative distribution function
is given in Eq 6
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where, f (Cerr) reflects the estimated percentile of absolute CS
error at |Cerr|th point and Cerr represents CS error between
the master and the slave clock. In other words, the |Cerr| value
corresponds the estimated P90 when f (Cerr) is equal to 0.9.

A. Experimental Setup for a Single-Hop Network
To measure the performance of our proposed PTP solution

with HW TS over single-hop WLAN, a wireless network
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Measurement setup
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IEEE 802.1 Qbv time-aware scheduling over Wi-Fi
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Gating mechanism + time-aware scheduling for APs and end devices

……

Time 
aware 
gate 7

Time 
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gate 6

Time 
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gate 5

Time 
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gate 0

OK X X X

T0: OCCCCCCC
T1: COOOOOO

Gate control logic

Repeat

C
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PHY + RF

Transmission selection

Openwifi

Cycle = 8192 μs

Slice/Time 
Slot = 2048 μs



More than time-aware scheduling
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Time-triggered configurations

Adjust contention, e.g based on number of stations in shared slots
Disable contention, e.g. in case of private spectrum license

Adjust retransmissions, e.g. based on time slot duration and/or 
reliability needs

And coordinate all this across multiple synchronized APs!

Adjust thresholds, sensitivity and Tx power to reduce interference 
and improve spatial reuse



Monitoring features
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Open API exposing 
advanced statistics
§ Tx packet statistics
§ Tx Queue statistics
§ Rx packet statistics
§ Rx gain statistics

https://github.com/open-sdr/openwifi/blob/master/doc/app_notes/driver_stat.md

Enabling advanced monitoring
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Openwifi
Driver for innovation/exploration

+ TSN



Impactless association and roaming
Guaranteed latencies and no/very few packet loss

Burst of lost packets at each roaming instance

Lack of maintaining clock sync
Lack of latency guarantees



Coordinated Spatial Reuse (C-SR) in dense deployments
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Parallel interference-free transmissions – validation using openwifi + TSN features

Trigger Parallel Tx with 
adjusted power

Monitoring Cross-AP sync’ed 
time slots & per 
time slot settings

Openwifi X

Source: IEEE 802.11-20/410r4 

SDN controller

Measure7 Setup

Central 
controller



Coordinated Spatial Reuse (C-SR) in dense deployments
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Parallel interference-free transmissions – validation using openwifi + TSN features

Reduced packet loss

UDP TCP

Increased goodput

UDP

(a) Concurrent receivers placed in the inner zone

(b) Concurrent receivers placed in the outer zone

Fig. 3: C-SR measurement network topology setup

of C-SR, TCP’s congestion control logic will decelerate the
transmission of packets, leading to an overall reduction in the
system throughput.

V. CONCLUSIONS

With the new features being introduced in upcoming IEEE
802.11be, like R-TWT and C-SR, the efficiency of resource
usage as well as channel access efficiency is increased. In
addition to the power-saving mechanism for end stations,
the R-TWT mechanism can be used to support dedicated
and protected channel access for time-critical traffic flows.
Next to this, the C-SR mechanism will improve spectrum
usage efficiency increasing the overall system throughput,
by employing multiple parallel transmissions with optimized
MCS index and transmit power.

In this paper, we gave a short tutorial on R-TWT and
C-SR and how they are considered to be included in the
standard. Next to this, we showed the design concept of
such features in openwifi platform making use of accurate
time synchronization and scheduling for R-TWT and on-time-
base transmit power and MCS index adjustment for C-SR.
The coordination of such features is not straight forward. We
have achieved this by employing accurate time synchronization
between devices and scheduling of SPs from a central network
controller. We showed the initial results regarding the ability
of latency requirement fulfillment when R-TWT scheduling

C-SR UDP
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(a) Concurrent receivers placed in the inner zone
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(b) Concurrent receivers placed in the outer zone

Fig. 4: Overall system goodput for C-SR and benchamrking
case

was employed for time-critical traffic flows as well as overall
goodput increase (between 20% and 50%) in the case of
C-SR usage when UDP traffic flows were used. In case of
TCP traffic flows the increase in overall goodput was between
800% and 960%, due to negative impact of congestion control
mechanism under congested wireless links. Nevertheless, there
are still open questions about how such features can be
brought into real deployment. C-SR case scheduling for each
STA might not be feasible, thus we showed a region-based
approach. However, the granularity of concurrent STA choices
decreases with the number of regions. In addition to this,
sectorial-based scheduling might further improve the overall
performance as was shown by changing the position of the
STAs in the same region but different sectors. For R-TWT
scheduling time synchronization between the devices as well
as the ability to maintain a schedule for a longer time is a



Handling unexpected low-latency events

Approach
§ openwifi shadow queues, served 

before main queue when not empty

§ Dynamically reclassify incoming 
event to next available/suitable 
shadow queue

§ No need to update existing 
schedule 
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Dynamic traffic classification

Cycle time of 65535 μs, 4 equidistant slots of 256 μs

Cycle time 65535 us

EquidistantDifferent queues TX

Shadow 
queue

Main 
queue



Customized OFDMA behavior

AP
MIC1

MIC2

MIC3

MIC4 MIC5

Context
• Audio use case
• Strict latency requirements
• Known communication patterns

Approach
• OFDMA for low-latency and scalability

Source: https://cradtech.com/2018/10/25/802-11ax-ofdma-overview/

• Customized OFDMA algorithm using openwifi

In progress…
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- Wi-Fi 6 OFDMAOpenwifi

4 users DL

4 users DL

DEMO: openwifi AP triggering UL OFDMA on COTS client

1 users UL



What’s next



TSN vision & roadmap
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§ Focus on professional private markets 
§ Lower volumes, need for high-end customized solutions
§ COTS solutions: focus on speed, closed-box, 

limited controllable features, customization not feasible

§ Focus on research & innovation on relevant features
§ No need for full-blown implementation of Wi-Fi standard: 

many Wi-Fi features are not relevant for TSN use cases
§ Anticipate and validate specific new/upcoming features, e.g., 

roaming, advanced monitoring & control, distributed coordinated 
operation (C-SR, C-OFDMA, beamforming, etc.)…

§ PoC validation of  TSN operation in realistic use cases 
and real-life environments
§ Need for open prototyping platform
§ Fully customized (fast innovation)
§ Standard compliance (e.g.,  customized APs and COTS clients)

New & upcoming Wi-Fi features

IEEE 802.11 
Fine Time 

Measurements 
(FTM)

Restricted 
Target Wake 

Time (R-TWT)

Multi-link 
operation

EDCA for real-
time applications 

(RTA)

UL/DL 
C-OFMDA

UL/DL C-SR

Multi-AP 
coordination

…



Wireless Lab & Industrial IoT Lab
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Large-scale validation in realistic environments

COTS as well as SDR RUs

AP

Client 1 Client 
2

TSN Switch

Controller Client 
3

Evaluation kit
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